MANIFESTO

I, Tondup Dolkar (15001019), if elected for the post of Sports Councillor of Hostel-10 propose to do the following:

Initiatives:
- Will organise a Fun Cycle Ride to a nearby place out of the institute
- Will keep a monthly issued Sports Magazine in the new sports lounge

Inter Hostel General Championship:
- Will ensure the proper scheduling of the GC’s so that no date and time clashes with other important academic or cultural events
- Will do the required publicity of upcoming GC’s through all means including gmail groups and facebook groups
- Will try to organise practice sessions before all the GC’s
- Will ensure that the GC is conducted according to the rules mentioned in the rulebook and create awareness about Inter IIT caps and Inter IIT camp caps
- Will make sure the first aid kit and the refreshments are provided to the participants
- Will maintain a proper database of the points secured by the players in a particular GC.
- Will announce the player of the GC, who will be given Hostel Sports T-shirts as prize
- Will announce the Sports Person of the year and ensure proper prize distribution

Events:
- Will organise a welcome party cum orientation for the new hostelites to make them aware of the hostel sports
- Will make all efforts for the construction of the proposed Multipurpose court on the new mess roof top
- Pull for new sports lounge in the unused room near new mess which will include the TT table, Pool table, Foosball table and Carrom board
- Will pull for shifting of Gym room in a more spacious room in the new wing
- Will organise a Sports Fest comprising of both formal leagues and informal games
- Will organise fun games at Hostel Weekends and Hostel Fest with the cultural council
- Will organise various Sports workshops in the hostel in collaboration with the institute council
- Will conduct Intra-hostel leagues in games such as Badminton, Carrom, Chess, etc.
**Maintenance:**
- Will ensure proper functioning of Gym room equipments and its proper cleaning
- Will ensure proper cleaning of Pool room and TT room and check if they are in good condition
- Will ensure proper maintenance of Sports cupboard and all its equipments to be checked weekly and fine to be imposed on missing equipments
- Will take care of the trophy cupboard
- Will ensure updating of the GC details i.e, GC results, Player of the GC along with their photographs on the sports notice board
- Update the notice board and the sports room with council details and instructions
- Add some more gum soled shoes and other needed equipments to the sports cupboard

**Credentials:**
- Sports secretary of Hostel-10
- Been part of 51st Inter-IIT Sports Meet 2016
- Completed a year long training in Volleyball under NSO
- Won gold medal in volleyball GC
- Won gold medal in Kho-Kho GC
- Won bronze medal in Chess GC
- Participated twice in Crossy GC
- Won gold medal in inter-college tournament for volleyball at Institute of Chemical Technology and KG Somaiya college